CRIMINAL JUSTICE MAJOR: A Day In My Life
[Music] you always said we were that good like in 80 minute [Music] but always knew you've
always meant to but now we stand [Music] morning guys welcome back to my channel I
hope you guys are having an amazing day so far my day just started it is currently 951 at
Thursday September 5th so I normally have a class during this time of a 9:30 but I woke up
at 8:50 and my alarm was set for 7:00 a.m. yeah I don't know how that happened but I'm not
mad about it honestly I feel like my body just needed to rest (many students also feel that
their body needs to rest when they are going through an exam period. By the way, if you are
a student, then I recommend you check out a site that provides any kind of writing
assistance and even can propose criminal justice topic for research paper.) I've been kind of
through a lot this week this week has been really rough with like schoolwork organizations
just everything trying to keep up with everything and then the YouTube business aspects of
it like I just like dealing with like sponsorships and things like that for videos and it's kind of
long on my plate right now and I'm also taking 17 hours for those of you who didn't know so
my life is kind of a wreck right now and I'm working on my homework assignment I can show
you guys if you guys want to see but basically I just have this case and I have to brief it and
this is what it looks like quick brief overview this is the case then basically I just have to brief
it and this is a what the brief looks like you just like answer answer those stuff so yeah that is
what I'm doing this morning I also made myself a cup of coffee it's not very appealing right
now I don't know I promise just stop drinking coffee in the morning because I never finished
my cups of coffee you know I'm blurry there we go yeah so I look what is going on with me
right now but your girl is not looking too hot and I'm stressing so I just you take a chill pill
relax do my homework drink more coffee if I need to um and yeah that is what I'm doing this
morning my next class doesn't start until 11:00 so I need to leave here by 10:30 which I just
realized that is in 35 minutes so really need to finish this homework assignment also Bailey
which is down there buy my shoes Bailey Bayley yeah still need to take her out to use the
bathroom and feed her so yeah there's thigh and I just wanted to get ready for class don't
know what I'm gonna do with this hair that honestly my hair looks it's not greasy but it doesn't
you gonna do something with it Tuesdays and Thursdays or my busier days so I have class
and then I have some re things to do and then I have powerlifting practice from 6 to 9 so
that's gonna consume 3 hours of my day and yeah that is all that I have for you guys I will
update you guys when I start doing stuff I just printed my case for the class on my little
printer I honestly love this printer it's so awesome my dad got it for me like it's so cute ok but
anyways yeah so I am honestly just gonna turn this off so I just got done praying it I'm gonna
put it in my book bag now and then I'm going to take my planner out and I need to plan out
my day just so I can stay on track with everything that's going on today and yeah so I'm
going to go ahead and do this right now [Music] [Music] [Music] yeah [Music] [Music] okay
hey guys so I'm gonna do a quick little outfit of the day for you guys before I head out so just
have this a Patagonia shirt it's like a light purple one I got it from Libby she was gonna
donate it and then I just took it from her and I kind of just like tucked it into my leggings I got
these leggings at Marshall's their Adidas leggings and then I today I'm wearing my white
converse normally wear my black ones but today I want to wear my white ones so this is
today's outfit and then here's a Bailey having her breakfast she likes it yeah so I actually
need a head out now because it is ten thirty eight in class starts at eleven so I'm just gonna
grab my sunglasses I like to wear these which if you watched my what's in my backpack
video you would know so I'm going to throw these on and then just head it right out the door I

do need to pack some snacks though so I think I'm gonna go do that - come on I think I'm
gonna go do that right now so I don't have to sit in class and be hungry then I just need to
I'm gonna move my tripod over probably just leave my my bed clothes this these stores are
super heavy and get my keys and we are out the door okay so for snacks I like to bring
different things just because I don't know what I'm gonna be feeling in the moment so I'm
bringing this belVita breakfast bar thing this one's a blueberry kind I love these and then I'm
also bringing this it's a peach almond milk silk yogurt these are honestly really really good I
love these two and I'm also gonna bring an Rx bar this one is the seat chocolate sea salt one
I probably won't eat all three of these probably two to edit these two of these so I'm gonna
just go ahead and throw these and my book bag and then head out the door [Music]
[Applause] [Applause] [Music] hey guys okay so I just got out of class probably like today
almost an hour ago so I guess not just but I went to chick-fil-a I got some food which you
guys saw now I'm heading back to my apartment because I have to meet with my boss
about some work-related things and then after that I'm going to shower and just relax my bed
until I have to go to powerlifting practice that's at like 6 o'clock so yeah about to go up these
super super long long stairs so peace out hey guys okay I'm gonna take my glasses off okay
hey guys so I wanted to go ahead and just end off today's vlog but I did just want to go
ahead and give this company a shout-out I actually got these fans sent to me this is one of
the bands which you saw in my video just now I love wearing this one I think it's like a
leopard print or cheetah I'm not sure which one but I will have a link to these down below for
you guys to check out I also received this one which is a yellow one it kind of reminds me of
like a banana just because it's like a really really pretty yellow and I also did receive a purple
one not sure what I did with that purple one but I did receive it and I just want to say if you
guys wanted to check those bands out I will leave them down below for you guys to check
out you can order on Amazon they're super super cheap and they're really really nice and
durable like I really like these because it's like a it feels like silk I don't even know if I'm
saying this right look home material but they're just so soft and I love putting these on my
band on my watch if you have an Apple watch I definitely recommend checking them down
below I will also provide a discount code for you guys to use it'll give you a certain
percentage off and you can just use the discount code at checkout on Amazon and just use
that and you can save some money so I will show you guys the ones that I that I have right
now I just have this white one on my watch but normally I like to use this one and when I'm
feeling a little funky and stuff and then I just keep the white one when I'm feeling a little bit
more chic and things like that but yeah I really loved these bands I really really do I use them
I wear them so I would never recommend something for you guys that I didn't believe in and
honestly they're super cheap too so you might as well just go check them out and they're on
Amazon so who doesn't shop Amazon but yeah thank you guys so much for watching
today's video I really hope you guys enjoyed make sure to give it a thumbs up if you did I
worked really hard on this vlog and I just love it I don't know I really like this vlog and I hope
you guys do too and I will see you guys in the next one bye bye [Music]

